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Transmediality and the Politics of Adaptation: Concepts, Forms, and Strategies
Jens Eder
Current media production is characterized by two major trends. On the one hand, giant conglomerates like Disney stream their content across as many media as possible. On the other hand, non-professionals become 'produsers' themselves by sharing digital productions on the Internet. In both trends, practices of adaptation and remediation thrive. This chapter deals with the relations between transmediality and adaptation, more specifically, with adaptation in the political and economic context of transmedial 'supersystems' (Kinder, 1991 ) or 'multitexts' (Parody, 2011 , that is, constellations of texts in different media.
Often, media practice today is actually trans media practice (Dena, 2009) . Most adaptations occur in this context. They contribute to building networks of texts that spread across different media and have central elements in common. Far from being limited to professional productions in fictional art and entertainment, transmedial productions and adaptations also include amateur and nonfictional productions, for instance in journalism, marketing, or education. Moreover, they can be found in any phase of the communication process, from advertising to advertised core offers (e.g., video games) to follow-up communications (e.g., fan websites). And they are influential: with their constant repetition and variation of certain contents and forms, values and norms, meanings and affects, transmedial discourses have considerable cumulative effects. Therefore, it is important to realize how current transmedia production is dominated by the franchises and campaigns of big corporations, primarily serving economic ends and contributing to commercialization and commodification. the work of 'aca-fans' have led to many important insights, they need to be supplemented by more critical work on the political economy and ideology of transmedia practice. Besides contributing to a cultural awareness and critique, such work could also explore the possibilities of independent, alternative transmedia productions. This chapter offers a conceptual basis for more concrete studies in this field. It clarifies the relations between transmediality and adaptation, points out the functions that adaptations fulfill in transmedial multitexts, and describes four general strategies of building such multitexts: multiple exploitation, auxiliary supplementation, functional integration, and audience participation.
Transmedial multitexts have a long history. Thousands of years ago, religious content was transmitted by oral communication, writings, rituals, or devotional objects, and since the beginning of film history, filmmakers have adapted material from other media. However, the economic and technical convergence of media during the past few decades has led to a massive increase in transmedial production. Digital technologies facilitate the circulation of media texts, and horizontally integrated media corporations keep attempting in ever more sophisticated ways to exploit their content throughout all available media (Jenkins, 2013) . Transmediality has become the standard in larger media productions. Hollywood's typical exploitation chain stretches from television, DVD, and VoD to the licensing of books, comics, and video games, all of this tied into diverse forms of marketing, merchandising, publicity, and fan discourses. Transmedial constellations also develop around television series like Lost , or talent shows like Pop Idol . The Producers Guild of America has introduced the occupational title of 'transmedia producer,' and conferences buzz with terms like 'transmedia world-building,' '360° productions,' 'cross-media campaigns,' 'multi-platform distribution,' 'hyper-serials,' 'alternate reality games,' and 'deep narrative. ' The complexity of transmedial multitexts challenges not only media practitioners, but also scholars. A distinction -which has been developed in collaboration with Jan-Noël Thon -of at least four different academic discourses can be suggested. The oldest one, adaptation studies, mostly concentrates on the minutiae of transferring an artwork into another medium (Leitch, 2008; Hutcheon, 2013) . A second discourse uses notions like intermediality, transfictionality, inter -or transtextuality to focus on intricate relationships between artworks with regard to their medium-specific aesthetics (e.g., Ryan, 2008; Herkman, Hujanen and Oinonen, 2012) . A third, more recent discourse within media studies predominantly discusses the structures and the production of
